YOU CREATE YOUR OWN REALITY!
WHAT YOU WANT, WANTS YOU TOO.
What do you want to experience?
YOU CAN RADICALLY CHANGE YOUR RESULTS BY SHIFTING YOUR BELIEFS.
What belief is limiting you?
YOU CANNOT MAKE A MISTAKE. THERE ARE INFINITE POSSIBILITIES AVAILABLE TO YOU. Where is your heart guiding you?
YOU ARE THE JOY SEEKER.
What little victories can you celebrate?
TO RECEIVE, YOU MUST RELEASE.
What can you let go of? What do you want to receive?
Hello Beautiful,

When I started creating this project, I didn’t know it would become Unshakable Inner Peace Oracle Cards. I just knew I needed new tools to help myself and others overcome anxiety, doubt, and crippling fear.

It was the late winter–early spring of 2020, and the world was hit with one of the most devastating situations of our time, the coronavirus. Fear set in on a collective, global level, and I witnessed anxiety and panic every day from neighbors, strangers, clients, and friends. I was scheduled to go on an annual speaking tour, eager to lead my retreats in other countries and give keynote speeches on stages across the continent, and within days, every single event for the indefinite future was canceled. I realized that I had a brave choice to make: I could fall into fear and panic or I could lean into faith and love. So I sat down and began to design mini digital
collages, images to uplift my own soul. My background is in art direction and graphic design, so it was great to get back to expressing myself creatively. I hadn’t realized how much I missed that aspect of me since leaving my corporate job in advertising over a decade ago to become a writer and spiritual teacher. Designing and writing messages for each image brought incredible peace, clarity, and purpose to each day. I felt calm and centered. As I looked deeper into each design, I realized the profound healing available with each message. With these cards in hand, my daily practice became so much more balanced, enjoyable, and faith-driven. I felt an inner calm unlike anything I had experienced before.

This dynamic was interesting to me because we were living in one of the most turbulent times in all of human history: the entire world seemed to be in chaos, we were facing the most divided political landscape we had ever seen, climate change disasters were spanning the globe, fear was at an all-time high, the planet we inhabit was in crisis—and so was humanity. Yet interestingly enough, I was connected to calm. So calm that most days, I felt Zen like the Buddha. My peace was my constant. How, you may ask,
was this possible? I believe because of the tools in this deck. I was living the principles for peace and practicing mindfulness each day. That is the gift of this deck: to transform fear into faith and lack into love.

One day in meditation, my inner voice said, “These cards need to be an oracle deck and help others as they have helped you,” and thus the Unshakable Inner Peace concept was birthed into reality.

It can be easy to fall into fear and think things are constantly getting worse. But this is because we have been looking outside of ourselves and thinking we’ll find the answers there. We have been unknowingly giving our power away because we aren’t taught how to believe and trust in ourselves, so we stay stuck in a perpetual cycle of worry and hopelessness. But we can break out of this cycle for good. You hold the power in your hands. This deck is designed to help you connect with your own inner light, to activate your true purpose and be the love and light in an often dark world.

Over the past decade, I’ve journeyed with shamans, world-renowned healers and metaphysical teachers, and studied under today’s top thought
leaders and most inspirational spiritual teachers. With all the teachings, the one common thread is love. We are here to love, be love, express love, and receive love. Yet so many of us resist the love by tuning in to our fears and looking outside ourselves for the answers.

My greatest wish is that this deck gives you as much peace as it has given me. In times of extreme chaos, we can turn to calm. In times of fear, we can show up with even more faith. In times of lack, we can become the love. I believe you have the power to make a profound difference on the planet. We all do when we come together in our love and light. Are you ready to tap into an Unshakable Inner Peace? Let’s dive in.

With so much love,
Shannon Kaiser